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ABSTRACT
When I was young, my cats were involved in what seemed like an unusual number
of catastrophes. Over the years I wondered if they were just accidents, or did
each cat’s curiosity and sense of adventure put it in danger? My journal of their
misfortunes, made of hand-made paper, illustrations and personal, true-life cat
stories was sitting on my table, connecting with a handful of people that happened
to pass by. Using my skills as a graphic designer, could I connect with a global
audience for answers? Had others experienced the same with their cats?
This idea of reaching globally led to the following question: How can a graphic
designer effectively utilize multimedia to enable a global audience’s ability to share
similar experiences? This graphic design research project explores multimedia and
its potential to reach a global audience by creating a media campaign composed
of print, web, social media and epub (electronic publication) and then analyzing
the results of the media campaign to see how effectively the different media work.
Analysis of data revealed that each medium has definitive strengths. Using these
findings, future projects can now be designed more effectively.

INTRODUCTION
Six Lives is a short story written, designed, illustrated and animated by myself. It is
a nearly true story about the catastrophic events involving my cats. A multimedia
campaign centered around Six Lives was created to achieve the following:
•

enable myself and others to share similar experiences through a virtual
community,

•

reach a global audience on a topic with universal appeal,

•

improve my technical skills in creating a multimedia campaign and share those
skills with others,

•

and create a pilot study for future projects that have an impact on society.

Sharing experiences
When someone experiences a negative life event, they often have mental
ruminations about the event for years afterwards in the form of thoughts, memories
and mental images. The experiences can enter their subconscious during sleep in
the form of dreams and nightmares. Although not fully investigated, research implies
that those who experience traumatic life events are strongly inclined to reach out
socially in an effort to process what happened.5 Social sharing of events or emotions
takes it strongest form in shared language, but can also be symbolic in the form of
a diary, letter, poetry or art.5 The Six Lives website facilitates sharing the traumatic
event of losing a pet cat in the form of personal stories.
People want to share their experience for several reasons. When someone experiences
a traumatic event, they look for answers within their social environment. By telling the
story a few times, it allows the storyteller to organize what happened. In a sense, they
write an organized script emphasizing the important parts and letting go of those less
important. Because this event has made them wonder about normalcy in their life, they
have a desire to work through the process of justifying what happened. In addition, they
receive empathy form the social environment.5
New forms of media, such as social networking and epubs, enable a virtual community,
through which stories can be shared and questions answered about the way we
live.1 The Six Lives campaign enables meaningful connections amongst a virtual
community allowing them to share similar experiences by submitting their stories and
reading stories submitted by others on the website (6lives.com/writeyourstory/orread-

stories/#comments). Six Lives serves as a pilot study in forming a virtual community
through multimedia.

Universal Appeal
Cats are the most popular pet with over 90 million of them living in homes in the
United States.2 The universal appeal of cats was a critical factor when choosing
a topic because of it’s potential to obtain and maintain participant interest in the
campaign. This multimedia project will set guidelines for future projects which will
also have universal appeal.

Multimedia Techniques
The research also serves as a forum to learn and share technical skills in creating a
multimedia campaign. Some of the methods used, such as building backgrounds,
creating a custom typeface with illustration, and building the fixed-layout epub offer
new techniques in building media.
With new technologies (ipads, faster internet, mobile ability) come new forms
of media such as apps, epubs and social media. Because graphic designers are
challenged to learn an overwhelming amount of software, some designers tend to
specialize in a limited number of media. Outsourcing limits their control over design
and slows the design process. Not outsourcing and not utilizing all mediums limits
a campaign’s exposure.4 My research stresses the importance of many mediums in
promoting a campaign and outlines methods used to produce the campaign. The
results of the research will benefit both student and professional graphic designers
in promoting their campaigns, whether they are uniting a global audience or just
promoting a product or idea.
The methods used in this campaign will contribute to future research involving
integration of multimedia on a technical scale. By working with multimedia, I
was challenged to create the same content in multiple formats. This practice of
reformatting has established efficient methods for working cross-medium and has
created new uses for software which were once associated with only a particular
medium.

Impact on Society
This research is laying groundwork for future projects which could have a greater
impact on society than cat stories. In 2004, YouthNet along with several other
partners, including MTV, sent out a global message which reached historic levels.
An HIV-prevention message targeting youth reached 400 million households in 164
countries.3 Granted, this was television. If a graphic designer can reach an audience
a fraction of the size for a fraction of the price, it’s still a large global audience.

METHODOLOGY
The multimedia campaign, based on the Six Lives book, was used to produce and
collect data to answer the following questions: how does multimedia facilitate
reaching a global audience and have participants experienced similar misfortune
with their cats? Three types of methodology used to answer these questions are
narrative, multimedia campaign and data collection.

NARRATIVE
The narrative of Six Lives is based on my true, childhood experiences with cats.
Although there are nine cat stories, the title comes from the fact that six of the cats
die. Their deaths were unusual. For example, I once saw two kittens get run over at
the same time. Another time, my Father had accidentally stepped on a cat, killing it.
Initially, the story was written to organize and share my personal experiences.
I also intended to entertain and challenge the reader with it’s obscure use of
personal pronouns and lack of detail. Several formats of my story can be accessed
at 6lives.com/sixlives.html.

MULTIMEDIA CAMPAIGN
The multimedia campaign was designed to reach as many participants as possible
and to enable data collection. Major mediums, chosen for their diverse ability to
reach and entertain participants, include illustration, animation, website, social
networking, epub and print.

Illustration
This process of drawing the illustrations included collecting images of cats, creating
preliminary sketches, and refining them. Illustrations were revised several times to
develop a consistent style. Final illustrations were drawn on hand-made paper with
charcoal where the texture and irregularity of the paper can be seen in the final
images.
Adding color to the illustrations was an afterthought, so the process was as follows.
Since the illustration paper could not tolerate watercolor, watercolor paper was laid
adjacent to the illustration and color filling of the illustration was roughly estimated.
Watercolor fillings were scanned, layered and retouched in Adobe Photoshop as
needed to fit the illustrations. Illustrations were saved as pngs to retain transparent
backgrounds and reveal watercolor backgrounds.
A hand-drawn font was created with a cat-like, furry effect. Letters from a-z in
lower case, and those capitals that were needed to start each sentence were
drawn on one page of paper, scanned in and saved as a png file for it’s transparent
background capabilities. The png file was then imported into an image box in
Adobe InDesign with one letter showing, and the image box was pasted into a
text box. The letter box was duplicated for each letter and png image moved to
reveal each letter. This created a full set of lettering which could be manipulated as
movable type. Although it was somewhat tedious to create the type this way, the
hand-drawn look was maintained.
To create background images, multiple frames, corners and edges were painted
with watercolor and then layered in Photoshop for depth and texture. Seven color
backgrounds were created with various hues but similar saturation and value for
consistency. Visible watercolor paper texture was desired.
Final illustrations, backgrounds and text were merged in Adobe InDesign. These
elements were imported into InDesign separately to maintain flexibility needed to
work in multiple media and various size formats.
The whimsical type and illustrations, colorful backgrounds and writing of the narrative
were intended to appeal to a broad audience including any age, sex and aptitude.

Animation
Animation was added to the project to add visual interest. Four methods of
animation were used in the research project: Processing, Adobe Edge, gif, and
javascript.
Processing was used to dynamically create the map at 6lives.com/BookMap. Each
time the page is loaded, book locations in the form of latitude and longitude are
drawn from the databases via PHP and loaded into an array. Processing has the
ability to draw from an array, repeating a process over and over with different
variables. Each printed book location is plotted as the code loops through the
array. In the map, a series of circles are drawn with some random variables added
to alter their size and shape giving them movement. Between each location, a line
is drawn and circle moves to show the path of the book. Each digital book location
is represented by a stationary star. Other information (map, key, type, title and
informative bubbles) are layered with css.
Adobe Edge was used to animated the mouse on the home page. (6lives.com) A
screen capture of the home page was inserted into a lower layer of Edge to act as
a guide to build the animation. Mouse body and animated gif tail were grouped in
Edge, hinging where they connect, and then made to follow a path around the text
of the page. Edge was used for this animation because it supports the following
features: animation on a path, key frames, rotation, changes in speed and easing.
Four gif animations were used with three utilized in the book and all four in the
website. The mouse was drawn with a series of tails. Tails were aligned in Adobe
Photoshop, saved as separate jpgs, then flipped and saved for the tail to curve in
the opposite direction. The falling cat was drawn in four stages, with tweens (cells
that fall in between) created in Photoshop. Tweens for the cat in the bag with eyes
blinking were also created in Photoshop. Once individual cells were created, Adobe
Fireworks was used to load the cells. The cells could then be manipulated in their
order and repeated creating repeating motions and pauses. Looping animations
were created for the tail, hanging cat and eyes blinking by starting and stopping
with the same cell. Once the cells were manipulated in Fireworks, the Export
Wizzard was used to create the animated gif or png.

Javascript was used to dynamically generate the word cloud at 6lives.com/explored/
global.html.

Website: www.6lives.com
The website offers four main elements:
1. Read/write cat stories: This page invites viewers to write and read cat stories.
(http://6lives.com/writeyourstory/orreadstories/#comments)
2. The digital book: A digital version of the book is available to view in any
browser. (http://6lives.com/SixLives/OEBPS/p1.xhtml)
3. Cat for a Day: Cat for a Day is an interactive, non-linear story that allows the
viewer to make choices about what they would do if they were a cat. They will
most likely suffer many catastrophic events. (http://6lives.com/catforaday)
4. The dynamic map: The map dynamically plots locations of those who have
viewed digital and printed traveling books. (http://6lives.com/BookMap)
Most viewers of the website were invited from postings on Facebook. A small
percentage of random participants came from Twitter, YouTube and iTunes referrals.

Social Networking
Three methods of social networking were activated in an attempt to drive
participants to the website.
The Facebook page (www.facebook.com/6lives) was activated in July, 2013. My
personal account, already established with 190 friends, was used to invite new
viewers to the 6lives Facebook page.
Twitter (twitter.com/6livesMwallace) was chosen because it is the second most
popular form of social networking. Activated in December, 2013, 600 were followed
in the first two weeks to gain 105 followers. Daily Tweets were made directing
viewers to other media for the month of January, 2014. Tweets were also made
encouraging followers to submit their own cat stories under #catmisfortune.
twittercounter.com was used to pull basic stats. Followers are on a steady incline
despite no new tweets since March, 2014.

Two videos were posted to YouTube in January, 2014. One video shows the
illustration of the tree used in the book and has 34 views. The second, SixLives, is
a video version of the book, complete with animation and music. It has received 82
views with viewers from the United States and the United Kingdom.

Epub
Epub was a chosen medium because of its availability in 51 countries through
iTunes. The Six Lives Epub was listed under the categories of pets and cats to
draw participants interested in cats. (https://itunes.apple.com/us/book/six-lives/
id741609727?ls=1&mt=11).
The epub has a fixed-layout design as opposed to a fluid-layout, meaning each
page is stationary. With a fluid-layout, copy flows from page to page, shifting
according to size of device. With fixed-layout, design of each page is tightly
controlled and necessary for Six Lives’ full page images and minimal text.
To create the fixed-layout epub, third party software called ePubCrawler was used
to export the individual xhtml pages from Adobe InDesign that were needed for
each page of the fixed-layout design. Dreamweaver was then used to edit the xhtml
pages, adding interactive page turns, links and animation.
Once complete, the epub was submitted to the International Digital Publishing
Forum (IDPF). After receiving an extensive list of violations, the epub was revised
repeatedly until it was successfully validated.
With an iTunes account, iTunes Producer software and additional support images
prepared, the epub and supporting documentation was submitted to the Apple
iBook Store for approval. Six Lives is free to download on iTunes.

Print
Print materials were created in the form of traveling books, posters, postcards and
three handmade books.

Figure 1 Hand made book, 6”x6” folded

Figure 2

Printed traveling book, 6”x6” folded

Figure 3 Posters, 6”x14.25” flat

Figure 4

Postcard, 5.5”x 4.33” flat

Initially, three hand made books (Figure 1) were made. Paper was handmade from
recycled, 100% cotton fabric with cat hair incorporated into the paper. Images were
printed with an Epson 1280 and pages were bound by hand. The books included
front and back cover, cover page, twelve page story and colophon. Only a handful
of people have seen these books. They were made to be the traveling books, but
seemed too delicate to travel.
Six printed traveling books (Figure 2) were commercially printed for their durability
and mailed to six continents in April 2013. Each book has instructions to log it’s
location and forward the book onto a new reader. The book included front and back
cover, cover page, twelve page story, instruction page and colophon. I used my
personal ties to obtain addresses of participants with the following criteria:
•

Participants from as many different continents as possible.

•

Participants known to like cats.

24 posters (Figure 3) were installed on the UW-Madison campus promoting the
website, randomly inviting participants. They were posted in December, 2013 and
some remain up.
2000 postcards (Figure 4) were delivered around the world in December, 2013,
directing viewers to the website. Addresses were solicited from friends and family.
Some friends, family and students were give a number of cards to disperse. Those
who liked cats were targeted.

DATA COLLECTION
By collecting data, I was able to track location and number of views for each
medium. Data in the form of participants stories and the survey indicated frequency
of misfortune among the participants. Three methods of data collection were used:
1. location tracking of the traveling and digital books,
2. survey of the book readers,
3. and traffic stats generated by Facebook, iTunes, YouTube and the website.
Location Tracking
The location of the six traveling books and downloaded electronic books was tracked
on the website. Each of the six traveling books was given a unique website address
and corresponding QR code (quick response code). All electronic versions of the book
shared a single website address. This web address took the viewer to a page where
they were prompted to enter city and state which was stored in a database when
hitting submit. A separate database exists for each of the six books and one database
for the electronic books containing latitude, longitude, order and date received. These
databases are referred to when counting number of views and location.
The six traveling books were created to quickly reach six continents, refer these
readers to the website, and socially connect the viewer with the campaign. After
one year, movement of the books stopped. An email was sent out to those who had
originally received a book, asking them to help move the books, but no movement
was noticed. The printed books reached 24 readers on five continents. The electronic
book was downloaded from the website 65 times from over 24 cities. This information
was used in the analysis of print.

Survey
In November, 2013, a survey was created to analyze the book readers personal
experiences with their cats, reaction to the story and basic demographics.
The survey questions were:
1. How many cats do you have? (0, 1, 2, 3 or more)
2. Have you known a cat that experienced misfortune? (yes, no)
3. How would you rate your love for cats? (scale of 1-5, 1=hate, 5=love)
4. How would you rate your love for the book, Six Lives? (scale of 1-5, 1=hate, 5=love)
5. How old are you?
6. What is your gender?
The survey was offered each time a reader downloaded a digital version of the book
or entered the website to log a traveling book. Facebook was used to promote
participation in the survey from readers that had already read the book. As of
March, 2014, 30 results have been received.

Traffic Stats
Traffic stats were easily collected from Facebook, iTunes, YouTube and
the website on viewer location and number of views and then used to
analyze strengths of mediums.

RESULTS
The following results were formed by reviewing data. Specific strengths were found
with each medium and participants had experience misfortune with their cats.

PRINT REACHES TARGETED LOCATIONS
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Comparison of locational data and visiting frequencies

Comparisons of locational data and number of visitors (Figure 5) are grouped
according to three mediums and presented from left to right: website digital
books, printed traveling book, and Facebook. The number of visits from each city
were collected from the digital and traveling book each time a reader logged their
location. Facebook number of visitors and locations were pulled from Facebook
stats. Using word clouds as a method to present the results, the words were scaled
proportionate to number of visitors and colored according to continent.
Looking at the dominance of Lake Mills, Madison and Fort Atkinson, it’s clear that
the viewers of web and Facebook are limited to friends and family. Print has reached
the target locations, reaching more continents.

WEB SERVES AS A HUB TO ALL MEDIUMS
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Comparison of overall contributions

In figure 6, the scale on the left side represents average views in a month for
each of the mediums: print, epub, social media and web. Small transparent circles
surrounding each medium represent the elements they offer including illustration,
printed book, digital book, stories, cat for a day and animation. The scale along the
bottom is a numerical representation of how many elements each medium supports.
Arrows show if the medium can refer to other mediums with dash lines representing
those that were not used during this study.
With that in mind, web offers the most elements, receives the most views and
interacts the most with other mediums. Web is essential to a multimedia campaign.

SOCIAL MEDIA QUICKLY REACHES AN AUDIENCE
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Comparison of medium views

Comparing views to different mediums, (Figure 7) the scale on the left side
represents the number of views and the bottom scale shows the month.
The website (6lives.com) was active for six months before Facebook (www.facebook.
com/6lives) was initiated. As shown in the chart, views to the website were flat for
those first six months. As Facebook’s views increased, the website’s views increased.
The saturated Facebook audience continued to view posts, but stopped clicking on
links to the website, most likely because they had already seen it. Weekly posts were
made reaching from 4-335 reaches per post. $42.76 was spent on paid advertising in
February, 2014, reaching 1,799 and 4,341, but showed little increase in web traffic or
book downloads. As of April, 2014, the Facebook page has 90 likes. Viewer countries
include the United States, Sweden, Hong Kong, Philippines and the United Kingdom.
Twitter and YouTube were then activated consecutively to see if they would increase
web traffic. Facebook posts were stopped in November. Tweets were made only
for the month of January with YouTube videos posted and promoted in February.
Twitter and YouTube’s contributions to the web traffic were insignificant.
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Comparison of cost and global reach

Comparing cost and global reach, (figure 8) the scale of the circle for web, iTunes
and print is proportionate to the cost expenditure. The cost expenditure for each
medium is relatively close at $240, $326 and $179. iTunes provided stats on number of
views and location of the epub. Locations in Figure 8 are colored by continent with
length of the line scaled to the distance reached with origination being Madison,
Wisconsin. The number of readers is represented by the same number of lines.
The web and print versions have been active for one year with activity at a halt.
The iTunes version has been active for six months. It is projected that the iTunes
version will far exceed web and print over its lifetime in continents reached and
number of views. iTunes traffic is not driven by a limited audience, but rather random
access from a worldwide audience of 51 iTunes stores in as many countries, so it is
expected to continue to grow.

A LOOK AT THE BOOK READERS

Figure 9

Survey Results

Surveys were added to the website in November, 2013, to better understand the
global audience. Did they have common experiences with their cats? Although only
55% were cat owners, a surprising 81% did know a cat that experienced misfortune.
(Figure 9) Were cat lovers offended by the fact that cats in the book suffered?
Apparently not. 75% of those who love cats love the book. “Love” was a rating of 5
on a scale of 1 to 5. 89% of cat lovers rated the book a 4 or better.

CONCLUSION
Overall, the campaign did not reach as many as anticipated and reader participation
in telling their own story was low. Future projects can be improved with the following:

Improve print’s performance
With the strength of print being reaching a targeted audience, it was correct to
mail the six books to the locations. But print failed in two ways: it lost momentum
and needed more units. A less expensively made book or print promotion may
have been less likely kept by the reader and cost savings could have been spent on
producing more units. A stronger message could stress the importance of passing
the book on in a timely manner and why.

Change the time line of activating forms of media
For research purposes, it was useful to have the website traffic stats for six months
before Facebook was activated and then evaluate the stats. Now, knowing social
media’s success of reaching an audience quickly, all types of social media should be
active from the beginning of the project to increase referrals between mediums and
to offer viewers options that they are familiar with. (Figure 10)

TIMELINE FOR ACTIVATING MEDIA
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Time line for activating media

Enable all possible referrals from medium to medium.
Having all media link or refer to all other possible media whenever possible may
have increased participation by giving participants multiple choices to connect with
the campaign.

Offer incentive for participation
Most who participated in submitting stories were friends and family wanting to help. An
incentive may have encouraged more participation from those who didn’t know me.

Change the topic
Even though 75% of cat lovers loved the book and 81% of cat owners had
experienced misfortune, Twitter may be an indication that people don’t want to talk
about the misfortune of their cats. Most of those followed on Twitter, were tweeting
positive stories about their cats. Only 3 in 100 tweets read were negative.
A different topic could potentially make a positive global impact in several ways.
Enabling a global audience and allowing them to share stories could provide outlets
for processing trauma. But simply using multimedia to bring about public awareness
on universal, global issues may be more beneficial and easier to get participation.

Create a stronger tracking system
The system of logging location of the books worked really well. Every form of media
needs a system as well or better for effective measuring of results. Posters were
posted on the UW-Madison campus with a unique link, but did not track any useful
information. Future studies might research effectiveness of print materials with
automated tracking, such as GPS.

Future Projects
I look forward to creating a new multimedia project which incorporates all that has
been learned along with the following:
•

A topic of social awareness and/or sharing experiences

•

Interactivity with participants

•

A global reach or focus on United States

• Interesting imagery including hand-drawn images
•

An exploration of new media
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